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plural logic by alex oliver and timothy smiley - plural logic. finally, a postscript lists, and very brie y
discusses, a number of subjects for further work. the book is something of a tour de force of linguistic analysis;
oliver and plural logic, 2013, 336 pages, alex oliver, timothy smiley ... - logic, logic, and logic , george
boolos, 1999, philosophy, 443 pages. george boolos was one of george boolos was one of the most prominent
and influential logician-philosophers of recent times. monism, emergence, and plural logic - einar
duenger bohn - employing plural logic there is a new way to understand such cases. the upshot is the upshot
is that plural logic greatly matters to metaphysics and hence can no longer be ignored plural logic and
sensitivity to order - free - plural logic is a widely accepted framework in which the meaning and logic of
basic plural expressions can be elegantly captured and analysed [boolos 1984;yi1999, 2005, 2006; oliver and
smiley 2001, 2004, 2005, 2013; rayo plural reference and reference to a plurality - plural reference goes
along with plural logic, a logic that contains besides singular variables and singular terms plural variables of
the sort “xx,” “yy”, . . . , variables that are assigned several individuals at once, as well as plural terms, terms
that stand for several a modest logic of plurals - home - springer - alex oliver and timothy smiley a
modest logic of plurals received on 12 july 2004 abstract. we present a plural logic that is as expressively
strong as it can be panpsychism, the combination problem, and plural ... - order plural logic, see boolos
(1984) and oliver & smiley (2013). 4 predicate logic, reality also contains plural properties and plural facts,
where a plural property is a property holding of a plurality of (one or more) objects, and a plural atomic fact is
n pluralities (each plurality containing one or more objects) instantiating an n-place plural property.9 the
simplest case is one ... mass nouns and plural logic - d.acolasee - we then use plural logic to develop a
semantics of mass nouns that treats them as non-singular terms, which may refer to several things at once
(sect. 5). in one respect, the account we put forward may seem partly analogous with a note on plural logic
- philarchive - plural logic is a recent system of non-classical logic which al- lows quantification over plural
variables (like ‘xx’), intended to stand for various objects at the same time. semantic theories for plurals lumiere.ens - second, plural logic has become a very popular tool in the philosophy of mathematics and
metaphysics because: - plural logic has the expressive and deductive power of monadic plural logic and
sensitivity to order - centre national de ... - plural logic and sensitivity to order 2 (1) john and mary
arrived at school in that order. (2) mary and john arrived at school in that order. it is not evident whether the
standard formulation of plural logic has the resources to two syllogisms in the mozi: chinese logic and
language - plural logic, which extends elementary logic to explain ical relations among plural as well as
singular constructions, explains the logic of plural constructions without reducing them to singular
constructions. plural reference and reference to a plurality. a ... - plural reference and reference to a
plurality. a reassessment of the linguistic facts friederike moltmann ihpst (paris1/cnrs/ens) august 2012 there
are two fundamentally different views of the semantics of definite plural nps. i will call them ‘reference to a
plurality’ and ‘plural reference’. reference to a plurality is the view that definite plurals stand for a particular
sort of ... composition as identity: a study in ontology and ... - an n-place plural predicate thus takes an
n-place plural property as its semantic value. personally, i take plural logic to be part of logic proper, and as
such have no calms with freely employing it in this way throughout my studies. philosophy faculty reading
list and course outline 2018 ... - the logic of plurals *oliver, alex, and timothy smiley, plural logic (oxford:
oxford university press, ...
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